SITUATING LYRIC
June 7-11, 2017 at Boston University
an inquiry into the name and nature of LYRIC POETRY
bridging eras, languages & cultural contexts

SPEAKERS INCLUDE

Jonathan Culler  Virginia Jackson  Jahan Ramazani

and

Heather Dubrow  Dominique Rabaté
Charles Altieri  Robert von Hallberg  Haun Saussy
Stephen Burt  Elizabeth Helsinger  Marion Thain
Dominique Combe  Klaus Hempfer  Eva Zettelmann
Bonnie Costello  Stephen Owen & many others

Preregistration recommended, via www.bu.edu/ WLL/ situatinglyric

Supported by the Boston University Department of World Languages & Literatures, the NEH Distinguished Teaching Professorship in the Humanities, and the International Network for the Study of Lyric www.lyricology.org  Host & Co-organizer William Waters